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Dim 2                                                                          
         ┌───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────┐ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    0.84 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    0.24 ┤                  C5                        C2   C3                ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │    C1                                                             │ 
   -0.36 ┤                                                            C67    ├ 
         │             C4                                                    │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
   -0.95 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         └───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────┘ 
                   -1.03       -0.54       -0.05        0.44        0.93       
                                                                        Dim 1  




















Dim 2                                                                          
         ┌───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────┐ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    1.08 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                              F1                                   │ 
    0.55 ┤           F3                                                      ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                   F2              │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    0.02 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │    F6                                                             │ 
         │                                                             F5    │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
   -0.51 ┤                         F7                                        ├ 
         │     F4                                                            │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         └───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────┘ 
                   -0.58       -0.15        0.29        0.73        1.16       
                                                                        Dim 1 









Dim 2                                                                          
         ┌───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────┐ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    0.75 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                            S2                     │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │          S7                                                       │ 
    0.25 ┤                                                           S3      ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │       S5                                                    S6    │ 
   -0.26 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                   S1                                              │ 
   -0.77 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                         S4                        │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         └───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────┘ 
                   -0.83       -0.42        0.00        0.42        0.83       
                                                                        Dim 1  




























































































Stimulus Color Texture Scent 
1 Darkest Purple Soft and Textured Scented Soap 
2 Bright Light Purple Roughest Sweet Floral 
3 Vibrant Medium Purple Stiff and Smooth Fruity and Sweet 
4 Bluish Dark Purple Thin and Smooth Strong Soap or Lotion 
5 Dull Dark Purple Soft and Velvety Weak Floral Soap 
6 Pale Reddish Purple Thin Silky Smooth Sweet Perfume 
































Descriptor#  C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7 
1  3 0 0 4 3 0 0 
2  0 1
7
6 0 0 8 6 
3  0 1
3
18 2 0 4 0 
4  6 0 1 2
2
7 0 1 
5  1 1 1 8 2
5
0 0 
6  0 5 9 1 1 1
7
5 





Descriptor#  F1  F2  F3  F4  F5  F6  F7 
1  7  12  2  4  3  4  5 
2  6  11  12  2  3  2  2 
3  7  4  15  2  3  4  2 
4  3  4  5  8  4  6  6 
5  8  4  1  5  10  3  6 
6  1  1  1  12  4  13  5 
7  5  1  1  4  10  5  11 
 Table 3 
  SCENTS 
Descriptor#  S1  S2  S3  S4  S5  S6  S7 
1  9  2  0  7  11  3  5 
2  6  13  1  2  3  8  4 
3  1  3  27  0  0  6  0 
4  11  2  3  14  6  1  0 
5  4  6  0  3  13  5  6 
6  2  8  6  6  2  11  2 
7  4  3  0  5  2  3  20 
Table 4 
Group Communication Accuracy (Means)
 Colors Textures Scents 
Raw Score  4.162 2.027 2.892 






















































































































































Groups Count Sum Average Variance
Colors  37 154 4.1622 2.4730  
Textures  37 75 2.0270 2.5826  
Scents  37 107 2.8919 2.7102  
     
ANOVA     
Source of Variation SS df MS F P­value
Between Groups  85.3514 2 42.6757 16.4861  0.0000
Within Groups  279.5676 108 2.5886  
     












  Color  Textures Scents 
  Men  Women Men Women Men Women
Raw Score  4.467  3.955 2.467 1.727 2.933  2.864




























































































































































































































































































































































































Stimuli        Appendix A 
           
Paint Chips: Lowes     Incense: Incense Galore 
Stimulus Product Label       Stimulus Product Label  
C1 Olympic Paints-Plush Purple B43-6   S1 Rose  
C2 Valspar-Rollick 4003-10c     S2 Strawberry  
C3 Valspar-Purple Royalty 4009-10   S3 Orchid  
C4 Olympic Paints-Byzantine Purple A43-6   S4 Gardenia  
C5 Olympic Paints-Perfectly Purple B42-6   S5 Tulip  
C6 Olympic Paints-Cleopatra's Gown A42-6   S6 Blossom  
C7 Valspar-Sonic Plum 4002-10c     S7 Passion Flower  
           
           
Fabrics: Joann's         
Stimulus Product Label       Composition       
F1 Crepe Back Satin-Peacock Crepe-Special Occasion 100% Polyester     
F2 Simply Silky Prints-Gray-Blue Vine   100% Polyester     
F3 Special Occasion-Green STN Taffeta   100% Polyester     
F4 Bemberg Lining-Potting Soil Ambiance 100% Bemberg Rayon   
F5 Silky Solids-Rio Red Baby Silk    100% Polyester     
F6 Charmeuse Solids-Gold Charmeuse   100% Polyester     
F7 Simply Silky Prints-Golden Leopard Stretch 96% Polyester 4% Spandex   
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PILESORT – Color         Appendix B 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Aggregate Proximity Matrix 
           1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
          1C   2C   3C   4C   5C   6C   7C 
        ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 
  1 1C  1.00 0.05 0.00 0.52 0.38 0.00 0.00 
  2 2C  0.05 1.00 0.60 0.08 0.13 0.20 0.33 
  3 3C  0.00 0.60 1.00 0.08 0.08 0.40 0.35 
  4 4C  0.52 0.08 0.08 1.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 
  5 5C  0.38 0.13 0.08 0.28 1.00 0.05 0.00 
  6 6C  0.00 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.05 1.00 0.70 
  7 7C  0.00 0.33 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.70 1.00 
Elapsed time:  2 seconds. 2/2/2009 1:34 PM. 
ANTHROPAC 4.983/X Copyright 1985-2002 by Analytic Technologies. 
 
NON-METRIC MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Starting config:         TORSCA 
Type of Data:            Similarities 
            1     2 
        ----- ----- 
  1 1C  -1.33 -0.21 
  2 2C   0.35  0.36 
  3 3C   0.56  0.46 
  4 4C  -0.95 -0.45 
  5 5C  -0.75  0.52 
  6 6C   1.04 -0.35 
  7 7C   1.08 -0.31 
Stress 0.001 after 50 iterations. 
Dim 2                                                                          
         ┌───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────┐ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    0.84 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    0.24 ┤                  5C                        2C   3C                ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │    1C                                                             │ 
   -0.36 ┤                                                            67C    ├ 
         │             4C                                                    │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
   -0.95 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         └───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────┘ 
                   -1.03       -0.54       -0.05        0.44        0.93       
                                                                        Dim 1  
Stress in 2 dimensions is 0.001 
Elapsed time:  1 second. 2/2/2009 1:35 PM. 
ANTHROPAC 4.983/X Copyright 1985-2002 by Analytic Technologies.
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JOHNSON'S HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING      Appendix B 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Method:                  AVERAGE 




         1 4 5 2 3 6 7 
         C C C C C C C 
 
 Level   1 4 5 2 3 6 7 
------   - - - - - - - 
0.7000   . . . . . XXX 
0.6000   . . . XXX XXX 
0.5250   XXX . XXX XXX 
0.3389   XXX . XXXXXXX 
0.3083   XXXXX XXXXXXX 
0.0324   XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
 
Partition-by-actor indicator matrix saved as dataset PART 
 
Elapsed time:  1 second. 2/2/2009 1:36 PM. 




PILESORT – Fabric         Appendix B 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Aggregate Proximity Matrix 
           1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
          AF   BF   CF   DF   EF   FF   GF 
        ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 
  1 1F  1.00 0.30 0.40 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 
  2 2F  0.30 1.00 0.22 0.10 0.30 0.13 0.17 
  3 3F  0.40 0.22 1.00 0.20 0.03 0.40 0.23 
  4 4F  0.15 0.10 0.20 1.00 0.05 0.60 0.45 
  5 5F  0.15 0.30 0.03 0.05 1.00 0.13 0.23 
  6 6F  0.15 0.13 0.40 0.60 0.13 1.00 0.28 
  7 7F  0.15 0.17 0.23 0.45 0.23 0.28 1.00 
Elapsed time:  8 seconds. 2/2/2009 1:42 PM. 
ANTHROPAC 4.983/X Copyright 1985-2002 by Analytic Technologies. 
 
NON-METRIC MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Starting config:         TORSCA 
Type of Data:            Similarities 
            1     2 
        ----- ----- 
  1 1F   0.12  0.91 
  2 2F   0.92  0.47 
  3 3F  -0.58  0.67 
  4 4F  -0.81 -0.80 
  5 5F   1.28 -0.38 
  6 6F  -0.87 -0.21 
  7 7F  -0.07 -0.66 
Stress 0.005 after 42 iterations. 
Dim 2                                                                          
         ┌───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────┐ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    1.08 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                              1F                                   │ 
    0.55 ┤           3F                                                      ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                   2F              │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    0.02 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │    6F                                                             │ 
         │                                                             5F    │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
   -0.51 ┤                         7F                                        ├ 
         │     4F                                                            │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         └───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────┘ 
                   -0.58       -0.15        0.29        0.73        1.16       
                                                                        Dim 1  
Stress in 2 dimensions is 0.005 
Elapsed time:  1 second. 2/2/2009 1:42 PM. 
ANTHROPAC 4.983/X Copyright 1985-2002 by Analytic Technologies. 
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JOHNSON'S HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING      Appendix B 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Method:                  AVERAGE 
Type of Data:            Similarities 
 
HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING 
         2 5 1 3 4 6 7 
         F F F F F F F 
 
 Level   2 5 1 3 4 6 7 
------   - - - - - - - 
0.6000   . . . . XXX . 
0.4000   . . XXX XXX . 
0.3333   . . XXX XXXXX 
0.3000   XXX XXX XXXXX 
0.2289   XXX XXXXXXXXX 
0.1560   XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
Partition-by-actor indicator matrix saved as dataset PART 
 
Elapsed time:  1 second. 2/2/2009 1:43 PM. 
ANTHROPAC 4.983/X Copyright 1985-2002 by Analytic Technologies. 
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PILESORT – Scent         Appendix B 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Aggregate Proximity Matrix 
           1    2    3    4    5    6    7 
          1S   2S   3S   4S   5S   6S   7S 
        ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 
  1 1S  1.00 0.17 0.17 0.38 0.30 0.10 0.23 
  2 2S  0.17 1.00 0.38 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.23 
  3 3S  0.17 0.38 1.00 0.13 0.20 0.58 0.13 
  4 4S  0.38 0.15 0.13 1.00 0.18 0.28 0.10 
  5 5S  0.30 0.13 0.20 0.18 1.00 0.17 0.33 
  6 6S  0.10 0.20 0.58 0.28 0.17 1.00 0.13 
  7 7S  0.23 0.23 0.13 0.10 0.33 0.13 1.00 
Elapsed time:  4 seconds. 2/2/2009 1:45 PM. 
ANTHROPAC 4.983/X Copyright 1985-2002 by Analytic Technologies. 
NON-METRIC MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Starting config:         TORSCA 
Type of Data:            Similarities 
            1     2 
        ----- ----- 
  1 1S  -0.55 -0.73 
  2 2S   0.33  0.92 
  3 3S   0.87  0.50 
  4 4S   0.24 -1.09 
  5 5S  -1.00 -0.09 
  6 6S   0.96 -0.05 
  7 7S  -0.86  0.55 
Stress 0.071 after 16 iterations. 
Dim 2                                                                          
         ┌───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────┐ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
    0.75 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                            2S                     │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │          7S                                                       │ 
    0.25 ┤                                                           3S      ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │       5S                                                    6S    │ 
   -0.26 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                   1S                                              │ 
   -0.77 ┤                                                                   ├ 
         │                                         4S                        │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         │                                                                   │ 
         └───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────┘ 
                   -0.83       -0.42        0.00        0.42        0.83       
                                                                        Dim 1  
Stress in 2 dimensions is 0.071 
 
Elapsed time:  1 second. 2/2/2009 1:45 PM. 
ANTHROPAC 4.983/X Copyright 1985-2002 by Analytic Technologies.
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JOHNSON'S HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING      Appendix B 
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 
Method:                  AVERAGE 




         1 4 2 3 6 5 7 
         S S S S S S S 
 
 Level   1 4 2 3 6 5 7 
------   - - - - - - - 
0.5750   . . . XXX . . 
0.3750   XXX . XXX . . 
0.3250   XXX . XXX XXX 
0.2583   XXX XXXXX XXX 
0.1833   XXXXXXXXX XXX 
0.1592   XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
 
 
Partition-by-actor indicator matrix saved as dataset PART 
 
Elapsed time:  1 second. 2/2/2009 1:46 PM. 



















































Easy          Difficult 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
How difficult was the scent task? 
Easy          Difficult 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
How difficult was the fabric task? 
Easy          Difficult 











Easy          Difficult 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
How easy/difficult was it to smell the difference between the scents? 
Easy          Difficult 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
How easy/difficult was it to feel the difference is between the fabrics? 
Easy          Difficult 














Encoding Task:  Descriptors of Stimuli    Appendix E 
Subj Sex Stimuli Encoding Subj Sex Stim Encoding Subj Sex Stim Encoding 
1 W C2 Purple 3 W F2 not that silky/soft 5 W C6 purple 
1 W C4 Violet 3 W F1 slightly satin 5 W C7 light purple 
1 W C1 eggplant 3 W F5 smooth 5 W C4 dark purple 
1 W C7 pinker purple 3 W F6 thin 5 W C3 purple 
1 W C3 purple 3 W F4 very thing 5 W C5 dark purple 
1 W C5 amesthyst 3 W F3 very satiny/silky 5 W C2 purple 
1 W C6 pale purple 3 W F7 moderately silky 5 W C1 dark purple 
1 W S6 very light 3 W S6 sweet, girly perfume 5 W F2 smooth 
1 W S4 soap 3 W S3 sweet 5 W F7 silky 
1 W S3 flowery 3 W S1 soap 5 W F3 hard silky 
1 W S1 floor cleaner 3 W S4 sunscreen, lotion 5 W F1 soft, smooth 
1 W S7 plants 3 W S5 bland 5 W F5 matted 
1 W S2 baby oil 3 W S2 bland 5 W F4 silky 
1 W S5 strong perfume 3 W S7 bland with a hint of fragrance 5 W F6 silky smooth 
1 W F4 fine and smooth 3 W C7 reddish purple 5 W S3 bubblicious, bubble gum 
1 W F6 silky 3 W C4 dark deep and solid 5 W S5 flowers 
1 W F3 smooth with bigger fibers 3 W C2 medium purple 5 W S7 faint bad smell 
1 W F1 (sports) jersey 3 W C6 ugly purple with brown 5 W S4 strong like perfume 
1 W F2 stockings 3 W C3 barney purple, little kid purple 5 W S2 sweet flower 
1 W F5 t-shirt 3 W C1 really dark, blackish purple 5 W S6 perfume 
1 W F7 polyester swimsuit 3 W C5 dark purple with brown 5 W S1 jasmine or lavender 
2 W S4 potporri 4 W S5 Fresh 6 W F7 satin-like smooth 
2 W S3 fruity 4 W S1 citrusy 6 W F1 more rough, thicker 
2 W S5 musky 4 W S2 really sweet 6 W F2 more textured, more bumby, thicker 
2 W S7 rain 4 W S4 Fruity 6 W F6 very smooth, thin 
2 W S6 perfume 4 W S3 like candy 6 W F3 smooth, stiff 
2 W S1 soap 4 W S6 clean 6 W F4 very smooth, very thin, flimsy 
2 W S2 bubble gum 4 W S7 natural 6 W F5 very soft, very thin, flimsy-like 
2 W F2 screen 4 W C4 basic purple 6 W C7 very light almost pinkish tint purple 
2 W F5 smooth 4 W C1 goth, dark 6 W C3 standard purple of rainbow 
2 W F7 silk 4 W C7 springy, summery 6 W C4 darker shade of purple bluish tint 
2 W F4 silk 4 W C5 plum 6 W C2 little lighter (pinker) than rainbow 
2 W F3 smooth 4 W C2 happy 6 W C5 in between violet and blue 
2 W F6 resistant 4 W C6 peaceful 6 W C6 dark purple with red 
2 W F1 bumpy 4 W C3 bright  6 W C1 very dark purple a few shades from blue 
2 W C4 plum 4 W F6 smooth 6 W S1 clean, linen-like 
2 W C6 barney 4 W F3 durable 6 W S4 woodsy smell 
2 W C2 bright purple 4 W F2 fuzzy 6 W S3 victoria secret spray 
2 W C5 dull 4 W F5 comfortable and soft 6 W S5 soap 
2 W C7 vibrant 4 W F4 rich, luxurious, high quality 6 W S7 not very pleasant 
2 W C3 grape 4 W F7 light weight 6 W S2 combo of soap that is supposed to smell 
like linen 2 W C1 dark purple 4 W F1 thick, more cushiony    
        6 W S6 baby powder 
The objects are listed in the randomized order they were presented to the subjects.      
There is a cycle of 6 orders of presenting the senses; each order was equally presented to the subjects  




         Appendix E 
  63 
Subj Sex Stimuli Encoding Subj Sex Stimuli Encoding Subj Sex Stimuli Encoding 
7 M C7 ocher 9 M F6 thin smooth fabric 11 M C3 beautiful 
7 M C1 dark purple 9 M F7 thin smooth fabric 11 M C2 innocent 
7 M C2 grape 9 M F4 thin smooth fabric 11 M C1 gloomy 
7 M C6 flat purple 9 M F5 thin smooth fabric 11 M C4 plain 
7 M C5 violet 9 M F1 thin smooth fabric 11 M C5 sullen 
7 M C3 purple 9 M F2 thin smooth fabric 11 M C7 playful 
7 M C4 deep violet 9 M F3 thin smooth fabric 11 M C6 simple 
7 M S7 woody 9 M S5 can't smell 11 M F5 soft 
7 M S6 spring 9 M S7 can't smell 11 M F7 silky 
7 M S3 meadow 9 M S4 potpourri 11 M F1 thick 
7 M S1 beach 9 M S3 candy 11 M F3 artificial 
7 M S2 faint 9 M S1 potpourri 11 M F4 thin 
7 M S5 forest 9 M S2 soap 11 M F2 coarse 
7 M S4 ocean 9 M S6 soap (can't smell well) 11 M F6 silky smooth 
7 M F1 smooth 9 M C4 in between purple 11 M S5 clean 
7 M F7 slick 9 M C6 very dark 11 M S1 invasive 
7 M F4 sheer 9 M C5 second lightest purple 11 M S6 delicious 
7 M F5 heavy 9 M C7 lightest purple 11 M S3 car air freshener 
7 M F6 light 9 M C2 light purple 11 M S4 old people 
7 M F2 silky 9 M C1 darkest purple 11 M S7 fruity 
7 M F3 waxy 9 M C3 light purple 11 M S2 holiday/winter season 
8 M S4 bath soap 10 M S3 watermelon 12 M F2 thick elasticy 
8 M S2 fruity fragant 10 M S2 apple 12 M F6 not as thick, elasticy 
8 M S5 lavendar 10 M S1 sour smell 12 M F4 thin elasticy 
8 M S1 sour skittles 10 M S7 soap, bad smelling 12 M F3 thicker fabric 
8 M S3 sweet 10 M S6 shampoo 12 M F5 stretchy thin 
8 M S6 soapy 10 M S5 weak smell 12 M F7 thing stretchy 
8 M S7 ocean breeze 10 M S4 potpourri 12 M F1 soft stretchy 
8 M F5 fairly smooth 10 M C7 violet 12 M C5 second darkest 
8 M F6 smooth when stretched 10 M C6 mauve 12 M C4 third darkest 
8 M F1 rough, broken in denim 10 M C3 purple 12 M C1 darkest 
8 M F2 roughest 10 M C1 dark purple 12 M C3 fifth darkest 
8 M F7 synthetic, plasticy, latex 10 M C5 flower purple 12 M C6 seventh darkest 
8 M F4 smooth, glossy 10 M C2 rainbow purple 12 M C7 sixth darkest 
8 M F3 slippery 10 M C4 barney purple 12 M C2 fourth darkest 
8 M C4 medium purple 10 M F7 vinyl 12 M S4 suntan lotion 
8 M C3 shiniest purple 10 M F1 corduroy-sort of 12 M S1 almost nothing 
8 M C6 second lightest 10 M F2 intersecting rays- in a grid 12 M S5 stronger almost nothing 
8 M C5 dark, muted purple 10 M F6 smooth 12 M S7 incense 
8 M C7 lightest purple 10 M F3 rough 12 M S2 sugary, smarties 
8 M C2 magenta 10 M F5 silk 12 M S6 fabric softener 






         Appendix E 
Subj Sex Stimuli Encoding Subj Sex Stim Encoding Su Sex Stimuli Encoding 
13 W C6 barney 15 W F5 softest, most loosely woven 17 W C1 indigo 
13 W C2 purple 15 W F6 fifth most soft 17 W C3 normal purple 
13 W C1 carpet 15 W F2 third most soft 17 W C7 golden tint, golden purple 
13 W C7 flower 15 W F3 firm 17 W C4 violet 
13 W C4 old 70s bug 15 W F1 second most soft 17 W C6 plum 
13 W C5 mat 15 W F7 fourth most soft 17 W C2 synthetic 
13 W C3 groovy 15 W F4 sixth most soft 17 W C5 maroonish 
13 W S7 dorm room 15 W S2 citrus gum 17 W F4 synthetic, plasticy 
13 W S2 old person's house 15 W S4 johnsons and jonhsons baby soap 17 W F2 rougher 
13 W S5 pinesol-cleaner 15 W S3 fruit flavored candy, gobbstoppers, 
fruity bubble gum 
17 W F7 stretchable 
13 W S4 beach    17 W F5 softer 
13 W S1 candle store 15 W S6 air fresheners, nice but not 17 W F1 smooth or slippery 
13 W S6 vanilla 15 W S5 floral bath soap 17 W F3 ridged, tightly packed/woven 
13 W S3 raspberries 15 W S1 roses 17 W F6 thin 
13 W F1 costume material 15 W S7 unpleasant, fish, sweat, vomit 17 W S3 sweet 
13 W F5 costume material 15 W C6 second brightest, second warmest, 
second most reddish undertones 
17 W S5 rustic, woodsy 
13 W F3 curtains    17 W S6 floral 
13 W F4 lingerie 15 W C2 flattest color without other hues 17 W S2 fruity 
13 W F7 like a bra 15 W C7 brightest, warmest, most red 17 W S1 wood 
13 W F2 rougher, couch 15 W C3 bright with red hues but deeper 17 W S7 musty, supple 
13 W F6 soft, underwear 15 W C4 darker undertones, second darkest 17 W S4 pungent 
14 W S1 very light, not strong 15 W C5 deepest, dark, red hues 18 W F4 silky 
14 W S3 potpourri 15 W C1 darkest with most gray 18 W F7 thick-satiny 
14 W S6 gingery 16 W S7 cinnamon 18 W F3 really thick satiny 
14 W S5 soap 16 W S3 strawberry 18 W F2 lighter, silky, softer 
14 W S2 light flowers 16 W S1 cotton candle 18 W F5 lighter, silky, softer 
14 W S4 strong 16 W S6 sweet 18 W F6 flimsy, slippery 
14 W S7 flowers 16 W S2 flowers 18 W F1 silky surface, slippery 
14 W F6 slippery 16 W S4 fabric softener 18 W C5 soft purple 
14 W F4 very thin 16 W S5 roses 18 W C1 dark purple 
14 W F3 smooth 16 W C6 purple 18 W C7 lavender 
14 W F1 more texture 16 W C7 mauve 18 W C4 plum 
14 W F2 clothy 16 W C2 royal purple 18 W C3 purple purple 
14 W F7 very fine, smooth 16 W C4 deep purple 18 W C6 medium color purple 
14 W F5 peach fuzz 16 W C3 lighter purple 18 W C2 sheer purple 
14 W C3 light plum, light violet 16 W C5 grayish purple 18 W S5 flowery - lavender 
14 W C5 plumish brown 16 W C1 dark purple 18 W S1 flowery type 
14 W C1 dark plum 16 W F6 silk 18 W S3 strawberries 
14 W C2 eye catching 16 W F2 polyester 18 W S2 flower 
14 W C4 duller, dark color 16 W F1 cotton 18 W S6 flower 
14 W C6 reddish 16 W F4 silk 18 W S4 soap 
14 W C7 smoother 16 W F7 cashmere-like 18 W S7 plant 
    16 W F3 pleather     
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19 M C4 third darkest 21 M F6 mix between silky and rough, 23 M C7 dark pink 
19 M C6 sixth darkest 21 M F7 horizontal ridges 23 M C5 darker purple 
19 M C1 darkest 21 M F3 smooth, silky very small ridges 23 M C4 dark purple 
19 M C5 second darkest 21 M F2 more rough 23 M C2 light purple 
19 M C3 fifth darkest 21 M F5 thicker 23 M C6 flat purple 
19 M C2 fourth darkest 21 M F1 nylon, small ridges, not rough 23 M C3 dark flat purple 
19 M C7 seventh darkest 21 M F4 very thin, smooth 23 M C1 darkest purple 
19 M S3 sweet and heavy 21 M S4 lever 2000, soap-cheap 23 M F5 most fuzzy 
19 M S2 sour 21 M S1 bar of soap, less intense 23 M F1 less fuzzy 
19 M S7 marijuana 21 M S6 girl's berfume, most pleasant 23 M F6 smooth lines 
19 M S5 musky and lighter 21 M S7 dog groomer 23 M F2 least fuzzy 
19 M S1 musky and heavier 21 M S2 fruity 23 M F4 smooth 
19 M S6 sweet and light 21 M S5 car freshener-cherry 23 M F3 stiff and smooth 
19 M S4 musky heaviest 21 M S3 potpourri 23 M F7 stretchy and smooth 
19 M F5 book sock, less stretchy 21 M C2 not lightest, not darkest, crayola 
purple 
23 M S7 earthy 
19 M F7 book sock    23 M S6 flowers 
19 M F6 almost silky 21 M C3 fourth darkest 23 M S4 laundry 
19 M F2 slightly textured, not stretchy 21 M C5 third darkest 23 M S1 ocean 
19 M F3 thicker almost silky 21 M C7 lightest purple 23 M S5 handsoap 
19 M F4 thin and not very textured 21 M C6 tad darker than lightest 23 M S2 sweet 
19 M F1 slightly furry 21 M C1 darkest 23 M S3 sweet apple 
20 M S2 hand soap, dish soap 21 M C4 barney purple 24 M F4 slippery 
20 M S5 faint smell, soap 22 M S5 don't smell anything 24 M F2 ridged-y-er 
20 M S7 spice 22 M S1 minty 24 M F5 smooth 
20 M S4 old sponge -once had good smell but 
is starting to smell bad 
22 M S7 clean, air freshener 24 M F7 stretchy 
   22 M S6 oranges 24 M F3 tight 
20 M S6 scented candle 22 M S2 air freshener 24 M F1 not tight but not stretchy 
20 M S3 scratch and sniff or bubble gum, 
grape flavor 
22 M S3 bubble gum but not as sweet 24 M F6 soft 
   22 M S4 lemon pinesol 24 M C5 normal purple 
20 M S1 hand wash 22 M C2 purple 24 M C7 bright 
20 M F2 more coarse, not very elastic 22 M C6 reddish purple 24 M C1 duller 
20 M F4 fingers are sliding, not as coarse, 
delicate, thinner 
22 M C4 grape 24 M C6 more romantic 
   22 M C7 more reddish purple 24 M C4 deep 
20 M F6 rough if napkin (would be rough 
against face) like material for glasses 
22 M C1 night sky, end of dusk 24 M C2 more defined 
   22 M C3 grape jelly 24 M C3 clearer 
20 M F3 smoother like table cloth, not too 
rough 
22 M C5 mouve (sic) 24 M S7 cinnamon 
   22 M F3 heavier than rest, a little less smooth 24 M S1 soap 
20 M F1 more coarse, like a pair of jeans 22 M F5 really soft and light 24 M S6 pepper 
20 M F5 velvety 22 M F2 curtain fabric 24 M S3 gum 
20 M F7 clothing material 22 M F7 flag material 24 M S5 soap 
20 M C2 light purple crayon 22 M F1 like a dress 24 M S4 soap 
20 M C5 least purple, reddish-brown, grape 
juice 
22 M F6 old fashioned lampshade 24 M S2 potpourri 
   22 M F4 light jacket     
20 M C6 girl-drapes         
20 M C4 grape jolly rancher         
20 M C3 reflects light the best--if in window 
would give a glare 
        
           
20 M C7 brightest         
 M C1 dark purple crayon, reflects least 
amount of light 
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25 W C6 barney purple 27 W F3 smooth and homogeneous 29 W C5 closest to burgandy 
25 W C7 magenta 27 W F7 smooth 29 W C2 most vibrant purple 
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25 W C4 dark purple 27 W F6 very smooth, silky 29 W C7 closest to magenta 
25 W C1 really dark purple 27 W F2 rough 29 W C3 middle shade 
25 W C5 mauve 27 W F1 very smooth 29 W C1 darkest purple 
25 W C3 american apparel purple 27 W F5 neutral 29 W C6 second closest to magenta 
25 W C2 medium shade of purple 27 W F4 flat 29 W C4 third darkest shade 
25 W S2 potpourri 27 W S1 baby oil 29 W F5 softest 
25 W S4 air freshener 27 W S2 piney 29 W F3 feels striped with ridges 
25 W S6 pine cones 27 W S7 evergreen 29 W F4 most plasticy feel 
25 W S1 soap 27 W S4 lilac 29 W F2 roughest 
25 W S5 soap 27 W S6 sweet 29 W F6 feels like touching leather 
25 W S7 air freshener 27 W S3 gummy bears 29 W F7 most stretchy 
25 W S3 potpourri 27 W S5 regular incense 29 W F1 non-stretchy rayon 
25 W F3 ribbon, smooth 27 W C1 grape 29 W S7 most musky 
25 W F7 microfibery material 27 W C2 grape popsicle 29 W S3 most fruity 
25 W F2 linen-ish 27 W C6 mood ring grape 29 W S6 sweetest 
25 W F1 silky 27 W C5 sultry purple 29 W S4 strongest scent 
25 W F4 silky 27 W C7 fushia 29 W S1 soap 
25 W F6 silky 27 W C4 alternate lifestyle purple 29 W S5 softest scent 
25 W F5 ribbon 27 W C3 vibrant purple 29 W S2 something you would smell 
26 W S5 floral 28 W S6 a little spicy, kind of sweet, not as potent 30 W F1 mesh shorts, basketball shorts 
26 W S6 sweet 28 W S5 strong, pine-ish 30 W F5 softer, suede 
26 W S4 lotion 28 W S1 Soapy smell, relatively strong 30 W F7 basketball shorts 
26 W S7 bad 28 W S7 little sweet, a little more piney 30 W F2 coarser 
26 W S3 candy 28 W S2 not very strong, new car smell 30 W F3 tougher to feel and bend 
26 W S2 lotion 28 W S3 very sweet, strawberries, fruits 30 W F4 silkier, softer 
26 W S1 floral 28 W S4 really strong, spicy-pine 30 W F6 basketball shorts 
26 W F3 silky 28 W C6 light violet 30 W C6 medium, in between light and 
dark 26 W F5 smooth 28 W C1 black and blue bruise    
26 W F4 synthetic 28 W C3 sunset violet 30 W C2 bolder purple 
26 W F2 soft 28 W C2 washed out violet-more white 30 W C5 dull, darker purple 
26 W F7 silky 28 W C5 teletubbie- tinky-winky 30 W C3 medium purple 
26 W F6 thin 28 W C4 rainbow purple 30 W C1 really dark purple 
26 W F1 satin 28 W C7 barney purple 30 W C7 light one 
26 W C3 vibrant purple 28 W F1 soft and glides on fingers 30 W C4 dull & dark 
26 W C1 muted/dull purple 28 W F7 feels shiny, smooth 30 W S5 soap 
26 W C7 almost pastel purple 28 W F5 velvety, soft 30 W S6 piney/woody 
26 W C6 standard purple 28 W F4 smooth but rough 30 W S2 tropical 
26 W C5 dark purple 28 W F3 smooth, can't feel stitching of fabric 30 W S3 tropical-like berry 
26 W C2 vibrant purple 28 W F2 very soft, velvety but more percise -can't 
feel ridges 
30 W S4 lemony-lime 
26 W C4 vibrant darker purple    30 W S1 pine-ish 
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31 M C3 purple 33 M F3 leathery 37 W C4 plum 
31 M C5 dark purple 33 M F4 cotton 37 W C7 pinkish 
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31 M C4 bluish purple 33 M F5 velvety 37 W C3 eggplant 
31 M C7 violety purple 33 M F2 silky 37 W C6 fuzzy 
31 M C2 navy purple 33 M F1 plasticy 37 W C2 bright purple 
31 M C1 lavender 33 M F7 nylon 37 W C5 maroonish 
31 M C6 faint purple 33 M F6 spandexy 37 W C1 dark purple 
31 M S4 typical bathroom spray 33 M S1 piney 37 W S5 fresh soap 
31 M S7 faint bathroom spray 33 M S6 vanilla-ish 37 W S7 baby powder 
31 M S3 cherry 33 M S4 flowery 37 W S2 cucumber 
31 M S2 cheap bathroom fragrance-public 
place 
33 M S5 cotton 37 W S4 really strong hand soap 
   33 M S3 strawberry 37 W S3 bath bubbles 
31 M S6 perfume 33 M S2 rainy 37 W S6 fruity 
31 M S1 chlorinated 33 M S7 regular incense 37 W S1 shampoo 
31 M S5 older woman's perfume 33 M C3 purple 37 W F6 vinylly 
31 M F2 regular fabric 33 M C5 deep purple 37 W F1 satiny 
31 M F5 softer fabric 33 M C6 purple 37 W F2 kind of like denim - but not 
31 M F7 cheaply made fabric 33 M C1 plum 37 W F3 plasticy smooth 
31 M F3 coarser fabric 33 M C2 purple 37 W F5 softer 
31 M F4 thin 33 M C4 royal purple 37 W F4 polyester 
31 M F1 more pleasant fabric 33 M C7 violet 37 W F7 really smooth 
31 M F6 thin but smooth fabric 35 M C1 very dark purple 38 W S1 soapy 
32 M S2 flowery 35 M C7 barney the dinosaur purple 38 W S2 sweet 
32 M S7 sweet 35 M C2 lighter purple 38 W S3 perfume 
32 M S5 spicy 35 M C3 lighter purple with a little bit of red 38 W S6 bathroom-shampoo-bathroom 
32 M S4 plant-like, flower-like 35 M C4 lighter purple, plain 38 W S7 musty 
32 M S1 sharp 35 M C6 light purple with a little red 38 W S4 sunscreen 
32 M S3 sweet 35 M C5 somewhat of a dark purple 38 W S5 lotiony 
32 M S6 fruit 35 M F5 normal fabric, not too thick 38 W F5 velvety 
32 M F7 silky 35 M F2 little rough, kinda sticks together 38 W F6 waxy 
32 M F4 stretchy 35 M F1 little rough, sticks a little bit 38 W F7 smooth 
32 M F1 soft 35 M F6 very smooth 38 W F3 lined 
32 M F2 rough 35 M F7 feels normal 38 W F4 tissuey 
32 M F5 soft 35 M F4 lighter, thinner 38 W F1 slippery 
32 M F6 thin 35 M F3 coarse 38 W F2 rough 
32 M F3 not elastic 35 M S2 faint, not very strong but noticeable 38 W C4 bright 
32 M C2 true 35 M S7 reminds of something fresh 38 W C5 dull 
32 M C7 light or bright 35 M S5 something recently cleaned 38 W C2 babyish 
32 M C5 dull 35 M S3 cherry or strawberry lip 38 W C6 brownish 
32 M C4 dull 35 M S4 sunscreen, suntan lotion 38 W C1 navyish 
32 M C1 dark 35 M S1 very faint 38 W C7 vivid 
32 M C3 vibrant 35 M S6 fruity candy 38 W C3 lighter blue 
32 M C6 Light         
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39 W F5 stretchy 41 W C2 bright purple 
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39 W F7 thin 41 W C1 eggplant 
39 W F6 light 41 W C5 rusty purple 
39 W F4 sheer 41 W C6 pale purple 
39 W F1 sturdy 41 W C7 light purple 
39 W F2 medium 41 W C3 bold purple 
39 W F3 less smooth 41 W C4 bluish purple 
39 W S2 neutral 41 W F5 skin 
39 W S6 lavender 41 W F6 plasticy 
39 W S3 sweet 41 W F7 plastic tablecloth 
39 W S7 plain 41 W F3 snake-like 
39 W S4 strong 41 W F4 satiny 
39 W S1 mild 41 W F2 rough 
39 W S5 soap-like 41 W F1 cottony 
39 W C7 light 41 W S1 nutty, coconuty 
39 W C1 dark 41 W S5 flowery 
39 W C5 purple 41 W S7 musty 
39 W C6 pink-ish purple 41 W S4 bug spray 
39 W C3 reddish purple 41 W S2 sweet 
39 W C2 lighter purple 41 W S3 cherry 
39 W C4 bluish purple 41 W S6 vanilla 
40 W S1 musty, from a forest 42 W F3 silky 
40 W S4 like a chemical 42 W F6 silky 
40 W S5 subtle 42 W F1 soft, microfiber 
40 W S3 floral 42 W F5 fluffy 
40 W S6 baby powder 42 W F2 rougher thatn others 
40 W S2 subtle 42 W F7 grainy 
40 W S7 musty and subtle 42 W F4 thinner than rest 
40 W C3 Violet 42 W C4 purple 
40 W C6 purple 42 W C7 pinkish 
40 W C7 light purple 42 W C3 grape 
40 W C2 purple 42 W C1 darkest 
40 W C1 dark purple 42 W C6 earthy 
40 W C4 darkish purple 42 W C2 whimsical 
40 W C5 purple 42 W C5 flat 
40 W F7 silky 42 W S7 woody 
40 W F2 rougher 42 W S1 citrusy 
40 W F3 silky 42 W S5 yankee candle, bayberry 
40 W F4 smooth 42 W S3 (apples) sweet 
40 W F1 silky 42 W S6 food, spicy 
40 W F5 rough 42 W S2 (delicious) flowery 
40 W F6 silky 42 W S4 beach, soapy-clean 
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Latent Coding for Group Communications   Appendix F 
C1  Darkest Purple  C2  Bright Light Purple C3  Vibrant Medium Purple 
Dark Purple (8) ** 31.3% Purple (6)* * 30.8% Purple (6) 35% 
 Darkest Purple (4) **   medium purple  standard purple of rainbow 
 Darkest (4) ***   rainbow purple*  normal purple 
 Eggplant (2)   flatest color without other hues  purple purple 
 really dark purple (2)  not lightest, not darkest, crayola purple*  middle shade 
 really dark, blackish purple  medium shade of purple  medium purple 
 goth, dark   True* Grape (2)  
 dark plum  Light Purple (2) **  grape jelly* 
 darkest with most gray  lighter purple (2) * Vibrant Purple (2) 
 indigo   little lighter (pinker) than rainbow purple  barney purple, little kid purple 
 dark purple crayon, reflects 
least amount- of light* 
 light purple crayon*  bright 
  washed out violet-more white  shiniest purple* 
 very dark purple a few shades Bright Purple (3)  bright with red hues but deeper 
 very dark purple*   vibrant purple  reflects light the best--if in window 
would give a glare*  navyish   most vibrant purple  
 gloomy*   bolder purple  vibrant* 
  night sky, end of dusk     bold purple 
  black and blue bruise    Light Purple* 
        light plum, light violet 
        lighter purple 
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C4  Bluish Dark Purple C5  Dull Dark Purple C6  Pale Reddish Purple 
Plum (3)  13.3% Dark Purple (3) 38.9% Purple * 52.4% 
Bluish Purple (3) *   second darkest (2) **  flat purple (2) ** 
 Violet (2)   dark purple with brown  simple* 
 darker shade of purple bluish tint  dark, muted purple  medium color purple 
Dark Purple (3) *   deepest, dark, red hues  standard purple 
 darker shade of purple bluish tint  darker purple*  medium, in between light and dark 
 dark deep and solid   dull, darker purple Barney (2) 
 duller, dark color   somewhat of a dark purple*  barney purple 
 darker undertones, second darkest Dull (3)  Pale Purple (2) 
 vibrant darker purple  dark, muted purple*  second lightest* 
 darkish purple   dull, darker purple  seventh darkest* 
 dull & dark   flat   sixth darkest* 
Purple    grayish purple  tad darker than lightest* 
 basic purple   sullen*  light violet 
 medium purple*   mat   faint purple* 
 in between purple*  Purple (2)   light*  
 rainbow purple   normal purple*  light purple with a little red* 
 plain*     Reddish Purple** 
        light purple with a little red* 
        dark purple with red 
        reddish 
        second brightest, second warmest, second- most 
reddish undertones         
        pink-ish purple 
         ugly purple with brown 
         mauve* 
         second closest to magenta 
         brownish 
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C7  Pinkish, Light Purple F1  Soft and Textured F2  Roughest 
Lightest Purple (3) *** 34.8% Silky (2) 47.1% Rough = 4* 40% 
 light purple (3)   silky surface  roughest (2) * 
 very light almost pinkish tint purple  silky surface, slippery  coarse* 
 sixth darkest*  Satin   rougher, couch 
 seventh darkest*   Slightly satin  rougher (2) 
 almost pastel purple   satiny  more coarse, not very elastic* 
 light one  Soft*    more rough* 
 light or bright*   soft, smooth  coarser 
 light    soft stretchy*  little rough, kinda sticks together* 
Pinkish (2)   second most soft  rougher than others 
 pinker purple   soft and glides on fingers   stockings 
 reddish purple   soft, microfiber   screen 
 very light almost pinkish tint purple Smooth*    not that silky/soft 
 brightest, warmest, most red  soft, smooth   fuzzy 
 more reddish purple*   smooth or slippery   more textured, more bumby, 
 dark pink*   very smooth   intersecting rays- in a grid* 
 magenta   thin smooth fabric*   slightly textured, not stretchy* 
 fushia  Slippery    curtain fabric* 
 closest to magenta   smooth or slippery   ridged-y-er* 
    More Texture   kind of like denim - but not really 
     (sports) jersey    
     bumpy    
     more rough, thicker    
     rough, broken in denim*    
     corduroy-sort of*    
     slightly furry*    
     more coarse, like a pair of jeans*    
     nylon, small ridges, not rough*    
     mesh shorts, basketball shorts    
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F3  Stiff and Smooth F4  Thin and Smooth F5  Soft and Velvety 
Silky (3)  35.5% Silky (2) 54.5% Smooth (4) * 35.3% 
 very satiny/silky   silk (2)  fairly smooth* 
 hard silky   silkier, softer  thin smooth fabric* 
 smooth, silky very small ridges* Thin (2)* *  Velvety (3) ** 
 thicker almost silky*   sheer (2) *  peach fuzz 
Smooth (2)   very thin (2)  most fuzzy* 
 smooth with bigger fibers  very smooth, very thin, flimsy  velvety, soft 
 smooth, stiff   thin smooth fabric* Soft (2) *  
 thin smooth fabric*   thin   softer (2) 
 smoother like table cloth, not too rough*  thin elasticy*  comfortable and soft 
 smooth, silky very small ridges*  thin and not very textured*  very soft, very thin, flimsy-like 
 stiff and smooth*   fingers are sliding, not as coarse, 
delicate,- thinner* 
 softest, most loosely woven 
 ribbon, smooth    lighter, silky, softer 
 smooth and homogeneous  very thin, smooth*  really soft and light* 
 smooth, can't feel stitching of fabric  lighter, thinner*  velvety, soft 
 plasticy smooth   tissuey  softest 
Firm (1)    thinner than rest  softer, suede 
 ridged, tightly packed/woven Smooth (2) *  softer fabric* 
 feels striped with ridges  fine and smooth    
 coarser fabric*   very smooth, very thin, flimsy    
 coarse*   smooth, glossy*    
 firm    thin smooth fabric*    
 hard silky   fingers are sliding, not as coarse, 
delicate,- thinner* 
   
 smooth, stiff      
 stiff and smooth*   very thin, smooth*    
 tougher to feel and bend  slippery*    
 heavier than rest, a little less smooth*  smooth but rough    
  durable leathery*       
  waxy* tight*       
  thicker fabric* plasticy smooth       
  curtains snake-like       
  pleather not elastic       
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F6  Thin Silky Smooth F7 Stretchy Silky Smooth S1  Scented Soap 
Silky (4)  53.8% Silky (5)** 25% Soap 27.3% 
 silky smooth*   silk   Hand Wash* 
 silk    moderately silky  Bar of soap, less- intense* 
 almost silky*  Smooth (2)  Soapy Smell 
 mix between silky and rough, roughest*  satin-like smooth  Soapy 
 very smooth, silky   thin smooth fabric*  Soapy smell, relatively- strong 
Thin (4) *    very fine, smooth   Floor Cleaner 
 light (2) *   stretchy and smooth   Clean Linen-like 
 very smooth, thin   feels shiny, smooth   Shampoo 
 thin smooth fabric*   really smooth Floral  
 flimsy, slippery   grainy  Jasmine or lavender 
 thin but smooth fabric Stretchy   Potpourri* 
 not as thick, elasticy*   thin stretchy*  Roses 
Smooth (2) *   stretchable  Flowery Type 
 silky smooth (2) *   stretchy and smooth* Piney*  
 very smooth, thin   most stretchy  wood 
 smooth when stretched*  polyester swimsuit  pine-ish 
 thin smooth fabric*      musty from a forest 
 slippery     Citrusy (2) 
 flimsy, slippery      Sour skittles* 
 smooth lines*      Sour smell* 
 very smooth, silky      Floor cleaner 
 very smooth, stringent, cohesive       
 very smooth*        
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S2  Sweet Floral  S3  Fruity and Sweet S4  Strong Soap or Lotion 
Sweet (3)*  26.7% Sweet (5) ** 41.4% Soap (3) * 38.5% 
 really sweet   candy (2) *  bath soap* 
 sweet flower   like candy  Johnsons & Johnsons baby- soap 
  Sugary Smarties*  sweet and heavy*  Lever 2000, soap-cheap* 
Potpourri (2) *   sweet apple*  really strong hand soap 
 old person’s house   very sweet..-strawberry..fruits  beach soapy-clean 
 light flowers    (apples) sweet   fabric softener 
 flowers    bubblicious bubble gum   lemon Pinesol* 
 flower    bubble gum but not as sweet*   laundry* 
 flowery*    gum*   lemony-lime 
 flowery (delicious)    gummy bears   typical bathroom spray* 
 sweet flower  Potpourri (3) * Strong  
Fruity (2) *    flowery  strong like perfume 
 apple*   floral  pungent 
 citrus gum  Fruity   musky heaviest* 
 fruity fragrant*   strawberry (2) *  really strong..spicy-pine 
 tropical   cherry (2) *  strongest scent 
     watermelon*  really strong hand soap 
     raspberries Potpourri (3) ** 
     fruit flavored candy…  lilac  
     strawberries  plant-like flower-like* 
     sweet apple  flowery 
     very sweet.-.strawberries…fruits   old people* 
     most fruity Sunscreen…Lotion* 
     tropical…like berry  ocean* 
     cherry or strawberry- lipgloss/chapstick*  suntan lotion* 
     (apples) sweet  beach 
     scratch and sniff or bubble- gum, grape- 
flavor* 
 lotion 
      sunscreen..suntain lotion 
        sunscreen 
        beach soapy-clean 
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S5  Weak Floral Soap S6  Sweet Perfume S7  Woody or Musty 
Soap (5) *  37.9% Sweet 41.7% Woody (2) * 11.8% 
 fresh   sweet…girly perfume  plants 
 clean*   sweet and light*  natural 
 floral bath soap   a little spicy, kind of sweet, not as potent  plant 
 faint smell..soap*   sweetest  earthy* 
 hand soap*    fruit*  evergreen 
 something recently cleaned*   fruity candy*  little sweet.. a little more piney 
 fresh soap    fruity Musty (2) 
 soap-like  Perfume (3) *  faint bad smell 
  Pinesol-cleaner   sweet..girly perfume  rain  
Flower    girl’s perfume…most pleasant*  not very pleasant 
 lavender*  Baby Powder (2)  unpleasant..fish..sweat..vomit 
 floral bath soap   bathroom-shampoo-bathroom products  musty..subtle 
 roses  Vanilla (2)  musty and subtle 
 flowery…lavendar   vanilla-ish*  bad  
 floral  Soapy*  Cinnamon (2) * 
 flowery   soap, can’t smell well*  spice* 
Bland    shampoo* Can’t Smell* 
 can’t smell*   fabric softener*  faint bad smell 
 weak smell*   clean  bland w/ a hint of- fragrance 
 stronger almost nothing*  bathroom..shampoo…bathroom products  faint bathroom spray* 
 musky and lighter*   air fresheners..nice but not anything  musty…subtle 
 faint smell…soap*      musty and subtle 
 don’t smell        
 softest scent        
 subtle        
  strong perfume        







Easy          Difficult 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
How difficult was the scent task? 
Easy          Difficult 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
How difficult was the fabric task? 
Easy          Difficult 


















Decodings:   Matching the 7 Descriptors for Each Domain with the 7 Stimuli   Appendix H 
Subject Sex C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
1 W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 4 2 1 5 6 7 1 6 3 4 7 2 5 
2 W 1 3 2 4 5 7 6 3 6 4 1 2 7 5 4 6 3 1 5 2 7 
3 W 1 3 2 4 5 6 7 7 1 2 5 6 3 4 4 7 3 6 1 2 5 
4 W 1 3 6 4 5 2 7 5 1 2 3 7 4 6 2 6 3 4 1 5 7 
5 W 1 6 2 4 5 3 7 1 3 2 4 6 7 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 W 4 2 3 1 5 6 7 2 1 3 6 7 5 4 4 7 2 1 5 3 6 
7 M 1 6 3 5 4 2 7 7 5 3 6 2 1 4 5 2 3 1 4 6 7 
8 M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 3 2 6 7 4 1 3 2 6 4 5 7 1 
9 M   subject did not do decoding 
t k 
                  
10 M 1 2 3 5 4 7 6 1 2 4 5 7 6 3 4 1 3 2 6 5 7 
11 M 4 5 6 3 1 2 7 7 1 3 6 4 5 2 7 6 3 1 4 2 5 
12 M 1 2 6 4 5 3 7 1 2 3 5 4 6 7 6 3 4 5 2 1 7 
13 W 1 2 3 5 4 6 7 3 1 2 6 4 7 5 1 2 3 5 4 6 7 
14 W 4 2 6 1 5 3 7 5 1 2 4 3 6 7 6 5 3 4 1 7 2 
15 W 1 3 2 5 4 6 7 7 1 3 6 5 4 2 4 6 3 1 5 2 7 
16 W 1 6 3 5 4 7 2 6 4 2 5 1 3 7 2 5 3 4 6 1 7 
17 W   subject did not do decoding 
t k 
                  
18 W 1 2 3 4 5 7 6 5 4 3 6 1 2 7 4 6 3 7 1 5 2 
19 M 1 3 6 4 5 2 7 1 2 4 3 5 6 7 7 2 3 4 5 6 1 
20 M 1 3 2 4 5 6 7 2 1 5 7 3 6 4 4 3 6 7 5 2 1 
21 M 1 3 6 4 5 2 7 2 1 3 5 4 6 7 2 4 6 1 5 3 7 
22 M 1 3 7 4 5 6 2 5 1 2 6 7 3 4 1 6 3 7 4 5 2 
23 M 1 3 7 4 5 6 2 1 2 3 6 5 7 4 1 2 3 4 7 6 5 
24 M 1 6 3 4 5 2 7 4 5 3 2 6 1 7 4 1 6 5 2 3 7 
25 W 5 2 3 1 7 6 4 3 2 4 7 5 6 1 2 6 4 7 1 3 5 
26 W 4 2 5 6 1 3 7 7 1 2 4 5 3 6 2 5 3 6 4 1 7 
27 W 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 5 2 1 7 4 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
28 W 1 3 6 5 4 2 7 2 5 3 4 7 6 1 7 2 3 4 1 5 6 
29 W 1 3 2 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 4 2 3 7 5 6 1 
30 W 1 6 3 4 6 2 7 5 1 3 4 7 2 6 5 2 4 6 1 3 7 
31 M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 4 3 2 1 5 6 7 5 2 3 4 1 6 7 
32 M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 2 3 4 7 1 6 1 4 3 6 5 2 7 
33 M 1 2 3 5 4 6 7 2 4 3 7 5 6 1 1 5 3 2 4 6 7 
35 M 4 2 3 1 5 7 6 1 2 3 7 6 4 5 7 2 3 4 1 6 5 
37 W 1 3 6 4 5 7 2 3 2 7 6 5 4 1 1 3 6 4 5 7 2 
38 W 1 3 6 4 5 7 2 5 2 6 2 1 7 3 2 7 6 4 5 3 1 
39 W 4 2 3 5 1 7 6 3 2 4 6 7 1 5 4 5 3 6 1 2 7 
40 W 1 7 3 4 5 6 2 4 3 1 6 2 5 7 4 5 3 1 2 6 7 
41 W 1 2 4 3 5 6 7 2 7 1 4 3 6 5 5 2 3 6 1 4 7 
42 W   subject did not do decoding task                   
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Dichotomized Decodings (correct/incorrect):               Appendix I 
Subject Sex C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7     
1 W 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0  0:Incorrect  
2 W 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1  1:Correct Decoding  
3 W 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0     
4 W 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1  Subjects 9,17,42 did not 
complete the decoding task 
and were eliminated from this 
5 W 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
6 W 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  
7 M 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1     
8 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0     
10 M 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1     
11 M 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0     
12 M 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1     
13 W 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1     
14 W 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0     
15 W 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1     
16 W 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1     
18 W 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0     
19 M 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0     
20 M 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0     
21 M 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1     
22 M 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0     
23 M 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0     
24 M 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1     
25 W 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0     
26 W 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1     
27 W 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1     
28 W 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0     
29 W 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0     
30 W 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1     
31 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1     
32 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1     
33 M 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1     
35 M 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0     
37 W 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0     
38 W 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0     
39 W 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1     
40 W 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1     
41 W 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1     
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Average by Stimulus     Average by Subjects   Appendix J 
Colors Average Textures Average Scents Average  Subject Sex Colors Textures Scents    
C1 0.8108 F1 0.1892 S1 0.2432  1 W 7 3 3    
C2 0.4595 F2 0.2973 S2 0.3514  2 W 3 0 3    
C3 0.4865 F3 0.4054 S3 0.7297  3 W 5 0 1    
C4 0.5946 F4 0.2162 S4 0.3784  4 W 4 0 3    
C5 0.6757 F5 0.2703 S5 0.3514  5 W 4 2 7    
C6 0.4595 F6 0.3514 S6 0.2973  6 W 5 1 1    
C7 0.6757 F7 0.2973 S7 0.5405  7 M 3 1 4    
Stimuli 
d
0.594614286   0.2896   0.4131  8 M 7 0 3    
       10 M 3 3 2    
       11 M 1 1 1    
       12 M 5 5 1    
       13 W 5 0 5    
       14 W 3 3 2    
       15 W 3 2 3    
       16 W 2 1 3    
       18 W 5 2 1    
       19 M 4 5 5    
       20 M 5 1 1    
       21 M 4 3 2    
       22 M 4 0 2    
       23 M 4 4 5    
       24 M 5 2 1    
       25 W 3 3 0    
       26 W 2 2 2    
       27 W 7 0 7    
       28 W 2 3 3    
       29 W 5 7 4    
       30 W 4 2 2    
       31 M 7 3 5    
       32 M 7 3 4    
       33 M 5 3 4    
       35 M 3 3 4    
       37 W 3 2 3    
       38 W 3 1 2    
       39 W 2 1 2    
       40 W 5 1 3    
       41 W 5 2 3 Communication Accuracy      
<--Scores        Averages: 4.1622 2.0270 2.8919 
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Appendix K 
Percents of Encodings Contributed by Men to Group Labels 
Colors Fabrics Scents 
C1 31.3% F1 47.1% S1 27.3% 
C2 30.8% F2 40.0% S2 26.7% 
C3 35.0% F3 35.5% S3 41.4% 
C4 13.3% F4 54.5% S4 38.5% 
C5 38.9% F5 35.3% S5 37.9% 
C6 52.4% F6 53.8% S6 41.7% 
C7 34.8% F7 25.0% S7 11.8% 
Averages: 33.8%  41.6%  32.2% 
      
Total Average: 35.9%    
 
 
 
The numbers in this table are taken from the latent coding lists in Appendix F. 
